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Teammates whose scores average below 0. A professor might comment that a company with large investments
in property and equipment but few dividends might be seeking to expand, or that a company involved in a
highly-competitive industry might be greatly affected by the popularity of its advertising campaigns. Common
responses included in the non-financial items section include discussion of:! Many commercially-available
financial statement analysis projects are in books exceeding pages, and primarily require students to obtain
descriptive facts about companies and industries many of which will not apply to a particular company being
analyzed and to calculate ratios. The report focuses on important items, demonstrates a thorough
understanding of the relationships among financial statement data, and is cohesive. For any financial
professional, it is important to know how to effectively analyze the financial statements of a firm. This is the
step where financial professionals can really add value in the evaluation of the firm and its financial
statements. Common analyses included in the balance sheet section include discussion of:! The prices are
charged as per price lists applicable for the particular area. Approximately students are enrolled in the course
each year, in sections of 25 to 30 students. Click the link for the K report under Annual Filings! If individual
assignments are preferred, the project is sufficiently compact as to make individual completion feasible.
Finally, the professors discuss the various methods of obtaining annual reports. The relative ability of the two
companies to meet their obligations as evidenced by working capital, acid test ratios, current ratios, and
debt-to-asset ratios;! While there are many valuation approaches, the most common is a type of discounted
cash flow methodology. In addition, please include any suggestions that you have for improving the project in
future classes. The appropriateness of early retirements of debt;! Increased my understanding of financial
statement 0 2 10 65 31 disclosures 4. Common responses in the comparison and recommendation section
include discussion of:! Click the link for Advanced Search on the right-hand side of the screen! Note: your
answer in this section must include some financial issues, but your answer need not be limited to a discussion
of financial issues. Bulandshahar [U. The company carried out the modernization of its existing Plant at
Sikandrabad in January, 99, which has resulted increase in capacity from 80, MT to 90, MT and enhancing the
life of the Plant. Justify your answer. Pettit, and B. Prepare forecasted financial statements. Identify 2 two
items not included in or derived from the financial statements that you think would be important to someone
considering whether to invest in your company. Kimmel, P. The project in this paper, on the other hand, is
much more in keeping with the recommendations of authors such as Kimmel , who call for using cases which
do not have unique solutions and which require students to formulate recommendations on the basis of
incomplete information. As may be seen from the evaluation form, students are required to detail the work
performed by each member of the team and to rate the contribution of each member on a scale of 0 to 5.


